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+         10/22/77 MDAL + LSD at [-4 1/2,3] 180mg MDAL +60µg LSD 12:21=[0:00][0:25]
          alert [0:40] first sparkle [1:00] up to + or a little more [2:00] still
          +. ; it limited due to yesterday's DOB (functional tolerance?) or is MDAL
          an antagonist? [4:30] substantial clear - overall + or ++ [8:00] clear.

+++(!)(+) 10/30/77 MDPR + LSD. 200mg MDPR at [-2:00] 9:50=[0:00](60µg)[0:20] alert
          [0:23] start [0:30] 6-20% window - to complete at ~[1:00] [1:10] full ++,
          erotic ej! [2:00] to a full +++ still erotic - an extraordinarily super
          tactile personal person to person window - no trace of sinister or ego of
          LSD - things would probably wave if I wanted them to. [3:30] still very 
          ++ - I have an overflowing urge to go out and be with people - touch-see-
          talk-companionship-drug! back at ~ 3:00 another ej - continuous erotic! -
          [6:00] drive to COOP for groceries - fine - weird voices in Berk.Farms
          [with] milk shake! - [8:30] completely clear - [with] excellent relaxed
          after-glow. Incredibly beautiful day. I want to share this with someone
          someday. +++(!)

+         11/5/77 Amphetamine + LSD 15mg d-amphet at [-2:00] 12:55=[0:00](60µg)
          (Sugar)[0:29] alert [1:10] between + and ++ to [2:00] a good + one - but
          LSD-like. [4:20] still some residues, no erotic.

++        11/10/77 N-OCH3 MDA + LSD 180mg N-OCH3 at [-1:35] 11:25=[0:00] 60µg
          (sugar) [0:25] alert [0:40] start [0:50] to + - nothing remarkable [2:00]
          at + or ++ to museum to meet NT [3:00] valid ++ perhaps somewhat
          intensified over straight LSD, but basically not the explosive thing or
          MDPR. [4:00] still + to ++. [5:00] to city [6:00] still slight [8:00]
          out. Pleasant. ++

+         11/21/77 N-methoxyethyl MDA + LSD 180mg N-CH2CH2OCH3 at [-1:30] 40µg LSD
          (SF day careful). [0:30] aware [1:00] lt LSD [1:45] at + to ++ - strong
          + would 60 -> window? no. drivable. good interaction [with] everyone but
          no incredible MDPRLSD. [4:00] largely clear [5:00] still residue. nice
          afterglow - not super window. Call + but actually between + & ++.

+++       12/18/77 MDPR + LSD. [-2:00] (9:30AM) Benita 120 Colin 140 ATS 180;
          ± body window, ±, -. at[0:00] 40,50,60µg. walk [0:00-3:00] spider webs,
          horse riders, redwood tree, mushroom, mossy root, grass up nose - quite
          cold. [3:00-5:00] into warm. Colin to mirror. balance game - neutral
          point. [5:00]    depressed hypnotism [8:00] Colin bolts food - phone off
          [10:00] Colin showers 50/50 10mg diazepam - [19:00] Colin +10mg dia,
          Benita + 5mg [16:00] sleep [with] twis. Monday Colin catnaps Tues Colin
          moods, very sleepy. driving detail, had in travel service, Irvin's
          office. Tree-paper. - mine ~+++ but disturbed by Colin direction. too
          complex [with] three.

+         2/7/78 MDE + LSD [-3:15,1:15] Σ 280mg MDE +40µg at[0:00]- even at [0:45]
          nothing but the residual grindiness of the MDE. [1:10] to a + [1:40]
          still probably only one + - it is obscured by the physical disturbance of
          the MDE [2:40] futile erotic [4:00] largely out. Teeth grit on to at
          least [8:00] - overall no more than + or ++ at most.
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